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CHARACTERS 
 
Geraldine Granger (lead, 30’s- 40’s): Geraldine is the bouncy, bubbly and 
curvy female Vicar of Dibley. She has a keen sense of moral correctness and will 
stand up for injustice – no matter how small. She has a deep affection for the 
people of Dibley, despite her unexpected arrival as the new female Vicar, and 
wins hearts with her humor and love of chocolate. In this selection of episodes, 
Geraldine plays matchmaker whilst also receiving a marriage proposal of her 
own. She will be required to be ‘up close and personal’ with the character of 
Owen.  
 
Alice Tinker (lead, 20’s- 30’s): Alice is a few sandwiches short of a picnic. 
She has a heart of gold but doesn’t understand many of the common issues of 
life, nor Geraldine’s jokes. She has a childlike understanding of the world and 
is known for her vacant expressions, big rolling eyes and sensitive feelings. 
Easily confused, Alice has a vivid imagination and is required to perform a long 
comedic kissing scene with her long time love – Hugo Horton.  
 
Hugo Horton (lead, 20’s- 30’s): Poor Hugo is the easily-persuaded puppet 
of his controlling father. He was brought up by only David for the majority of 
his childhood, and it becomes quickly apparent that his upbringing was 



emotionally abusive. Shy and awkward, Hugo often lacks the self-confidence to 
stand up for himself in many situations. He aims to avoid conflict and loves 
Alice deeply (also required to perform a long comedic kissing scene).  
 
David Horton (supporting, 50+): David enjoys being in charge and always 
assumes that he is. He’s a Cambridge educated, upper-class, multi-millionaire 
and although divorced, upholds stern traditional family values. He has a very 
English stiff upper lip and longs for tradition, law and order and the status quo. 
David isn’t the most tolerant of people and he doesn’t suffer fools gladly 
(taking particular offense to Alice). He finds Geraldine difficult to get along with 
initially because of her gender and progressive ideals.  
 
Frank Pickle (supporting, 60+): Frank is very English and highly eccentric 
in both manner and dress. He is exceptionally well-spoken and known for his 
pedantic speeches at Dibley Parish Council meetings, where he is also keen to 
take the minutes as accurately as possible. Known for dithering and 
irritating people, Frank has a warm and gentle heart and is blissfully oblivious 
to his own annoyances.  
 
Jim Trott (supporting, 60+): Jim has a very unfortunate stutter, preceding 
almost every statement with “No, no, no, no, no...yes”. Needless to say, the 
other residents of Dibley find this annoying, time-consuming and confusing 
when trying to get a straight answer from him. This aside, Jim spends a lot of 
time generally dithering away and so rarely manages to achieve much. He 
takes great joy from his own jokes and is Owen’s right-hand man. 
 
Owen Newitt (supporting, 50+): Owen is a local farmer and a Dibley 
Parish Council member with an earthy and rough manner. He lives alone at the 
farm with his animals and is famous for displaying extremely poor personal 
hygiene, compounded with chronic problems with his stomach and bowels. He 
often uses the word “bloody”, describing the word as a “useful adjective”. In 
this series of episodes he asks Geraldine for her hand in marriage and will be 
required to perform a kissing scene. 



 
Letitia Cropley (supporting, 60+): Letitia is a very caring lady who longs to 
provide nourishing refreshments to her close friends and neighbours. 
Unfortunately, her cooking leaves much to be desired – often mixing strange 
ingredients to the disgust of the Dibley Parish Council. She also displays her 
eccentric creativity in the flower arrangements at the parish. Although Letitia 
passes away in this selection of episodes, she is fondly remembered as a very 
naughty young girl and has a lasting affection for Hugh Grant. 
 
NOTE: We are looking for actors that can portray the characters as seen in the 
television series. That being said, the ages specified are stage ages. If you are 
older or younger please still feel free to come in and show us your stuff; the key 
here is character! We strongly recommend watching the four episodes on 
which the play is based before auditioning. These are: Arrival, The Easter 
Bunny, The Engagement and Dibley Live. 
 
AUDITIONS 
 
We are going to be running auditions in a group format. This play relies on a 
strong ensemble, so we are looking for actors that can bounce off each other 
and work well together. We are also providing two audition dates to 
accommodate commitments. You only need to attend one. 
 
Dates: Saturday 5th Nov – 11:30am start 
    Tuesday 8th Nov – 7:00pm start 
 
All audition material will be supplied on the day/night. 
 
REHEARSALS 
 
Our plan is to have rehearsals on Monday and Wednesday evenings from 7-
9:30pm. Please advise us at auditions if this conflicts with any of your 
commitments.  
 



The first read through of the play will be on Monday 28th November at 7pm, in 
the Green Room. A character development workshop will be held on the 
Wednesday of that week.  
 
Normal rehearsals will commence the following week, with a break over the 
holiday period. We will resume on Monday 16th January. 
 
SHOW DATES 
 
The Vicar of Dibley will be performed at The Art House, Wyong from the 17th – 
25th March 2017. 
 
Fri 17th – 7:30pm 
Sat 18th – 2pm & 7:30pm 
Sun 19th – 2pm 
Thurs 23rd – 7:30pm 
Fri 24th – 7:30pm 
Sat 25th – 2pm – 7:30pm 
 
There will also be a lines run for the cast on Tues 21st. 
 
If you are cast, membership to the group is an annual fee of $10. 
 
QUESTIONS? 
 
If you have any questions or need any further information, please contact Alex 
or Maddy on: alex.travers@hotmail.com and/or mad.dee@live.com.au 
 
We can’t wait to see you all at auditions! 


